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ABSTRACT

PM Paint company, the color painting manufacturer planning to expand the
business in the year 2004, The major mission is to expand the market segmentation to
aboard and increase the sale volume. The second mission is to reduce unnecessary cost
in the company. So "Color Your World" online catalogue project has been established
to be the tool for the business marketing plan
"Color Your World" Online catalogue is design for the online ordering that can do
24 hours this is easy for the customer to make the order. "Color Your World" online
catalogue is also be the communication channel which the client can communicate to
the company, and the company can announce the update news to the customer.
"Color Your World" Online Catalogue is also the corporate web site for the PM
Paint company to the customer.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of the Project
PM Paint, established in 1977 is the only manufacturer in Thailand to locally
produce automotive coating color. Its main customers include local automotive paint
suppliers, and agents who sell direct to car garages or end-users.
Due to the growth in the automobile and car color industry, PM Paint sees the
opportunity in increasing its customer base to an international level, and eliminating the
middleman in order to reach the end user directly. The "Color Your World Online
Catalogue" will act as a new selling and communicative channel that will reach local
and international end users in a timely and cost efficient manner.
1.2 Objectives of the Project
The following are the objectives for pmpaint.com
(1)

To build Brand equity

(2)

To create a new "Selling Channels"

(3)

To increase target market of the PM Paint Business.

(4)

To achieve 24/7 marketing concept

(5)

To collect the purchasing behavior data of the customer

(6)

To act as a communication channel to the customer

(7)

To prepare for the future inter-trade activities by creating a multi-language
web-site

(8)

To reduce cost when communicate to the PM Paint Company

1.3 Key to Success
To success in this business we must:
( 1)

Act as a professional and reliable web site
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(2)

Promotes and introduces the web site to the existing customer

(3)

Providing a user-friendly interface design (easy-to-use)

(4)

Displays every product in the online-catalogue, so the customer can find any
product that they want.

(5)

Provides the interesting and useful message in the web site for the customer.

(6)

Provides the powerful data system to manage the customer's data.

(7)

Includes a promotion campaigns for using the web site

1.4 Scope of the Project
The scope of the project include:
(1)

To develop corporate web site providing reliable information

(2)

To develop efficiency online catalogue for online ordering activity.

(3)

To develop an online communication channel for maintaining a relationship
to the customer eg. FAQ and newsletter

(4)

To create a data management system to manage customer data

1.5 Deliverables
Prototype of http://www.pmpaint.com, which will be published as an actual online shop
in August 2003.
Project report of the web site.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Why the Company Should Be on the Internet

The Internet is an international network of computer networks which now links
millions of customers within and outside of Thailand. It is at the same time a new
communication tool and a new channel of distribution. It is the fastest growing
marketing tool today.
The company must consider Internet marketing for several reasons. For the first
time in the advent of the communication age, company is able to market the products
and services "just in time". Using the Internet, the customers and company can
communicate directly at any time and across any geographical boundary. The latest
updates of products and services are communicated fastest via the Internet. The
interactivity of the Internet is unique. Company can also forget the long lead-time
needed to get a feedback on the product and/or services. Customer will give the
company a feedback right away, saving time and money.

Company can learn the

customers' interests in the company, products, and services in minute detail simply by
tracking their usage patterns on the company World Wide Web site.
The Internet is also a wonderful marketing research tool. Company can conduct
online external research of the market, competitors, and trends. Company can conduct
online customer surveys and internal employee surveys using the World Wide Web.
Perhaps the most potent marketing application of the Internet is the identification,
promotion, and building of customer relationships with "micro-communities", special
interest groups, demographic and psychographic segments of the marketplace. Identify
and sell directly to wine lovers, travelers, investors, ethnic interest groups, art-lovers,
philanthropists at far lower costs than through traditional media such as mailing lists,
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print, radio, and television advertising because the Internet allows for pinpoint
identification and marketing to passionately involve consumer segments.
The ability to purchase a product while reading about it is also unique. The
Internet allows your customers to satisfy their needs in a second. Impulse buying is
made easy.
To summarize, here are the advantages the company will have by being present on
the Internet:
( 1)

Company can adapt the message m real time to internal and external
developments

(2)

Company can interact with the customers and thus get a quick and valuable
feedback from the customers.

(3)

Company can benefit from the marketing research capabilities of the
Internet.

2.2

(4)

Company can efficiently find and sell to specific market high segments.

(5)

Company can sell directly to customers immediately and at any time.

A Brief Background on the Internet

2.2.1 History
The military origin: The Internet is a network of computers first created in the
fifties by the US Army. The aim of this network, originally called the ARP ANet was to
give the militaries a way to communicate after a nuclear attack. The survivability of the
ARP ANet depended on the fact that bits of data could be rerouted automatically to the
clearest available channel on the network of data networks. (This principle survives
today. You can dial in to the Internet using a local access provider and the message will
travel through the world using the most efficient route available at the time of
transmission.)
4

Civilian research and education: Developed throughout the 60's and the 70's with
the help of educational institution, this network became increasingly used for civilian
research purposes. During the 80's, the National Science Foundation created the NSFnet
by linking several high-speed computers together. The NSFnet finally took over the
Internet from ARP Anet in 1991. Commercial utilization of the Internet: Despite
considerable resistance from many elements of the Internet community, the Internet has
become increasingly utilized for and by commercial organizations. For example, the
most heavily used element of the Internet is e-mail, which has been widely embraced by
industry. Online services such as America Online also uses the Internet to deliver its
services. Nonetheless, certain areas of the Internet such as Usenet discussion groups
adhere to strict rules forbidding blatantly commercial announcements. The most
commercial area of the Internet is undoubtedly the World Wide Web.
The World Wide Web: In 1990 Time Berners-Lee, scientist at the European
Particle Physics Laboratory (CERN) based in Geneva, started to develop an hypertext
system, the key technical component of today's World Wide Web. The simplicity and
user-friendliness of the World Wide Web technical protocols led to an exponential
growth in Web utilization for technical and educational publishing on the Internet.
Thanks to the development of browsers (software allowing the user of the World Wide
Web to navigate through the Web and to display the infonnation it downloads) like
Viola, Mosaic, and Netscape, and to its multimedia characteristics, the World Wide
Web became extremely popular for commercial and personal publishing.
Now the WWW is by far the most rapidly expanding part of the Internet. The
number of computer hosts (end-user tenninals) was approximately 6.64 million
worldwide as of July 1995 with more than 35% of these hosts outside the USA This
figure has been doubling every year since 1981. In August 1995, there were also around
5

80,000+ Web servers, providing information and services to the WWW users. For more
demographics about the WWW population, check the Yahoo subject tree for Internet
demographics.
2.2.2 How the Internet Is Structured
The Internet: The Internet includes several different networks or "spaces" having
each different application. The Telnet space allows you to operate a computer on the
Internet from a remote location. The FTP (File Transfer Protocol) space allows its users
to transfer files from one computer to another using a common procedure. The Gopher
space is organized by location. It is, to some extent, the precursor of the World Wide
Web. Its users can access text documents through menu like presentations. The user
navigates through sites and documents by clicking hyperlinks. The World Wide Web
was the last Internet space to be created. Its success lies in its user friendliness and its
multimedia capacities. The Web will be the pillar of your company's Internet strategy.
The Matrix: The Internet is itself part of a bigger set of networks. This set of
networks is called the Matrix (from John S. Quartennan, The Matrix, Digital Press,
1990). Their smallest common denominator is the ability to exchange electronic mail
directly or thanks to gateways. The Matrix includes other networks such as the online
commercial services (American on Line, Compuserve, Prodigy, etc.) or the Usenet
network. Following are description of these two networks.
Online commercial services' particularity is that their networks (and the services
they offer) can only be used by their subscribers. Therefore, their scope is somewhat
limited on a marketing standpoint. At the end of 1995, the three biggest networks (AOL,
Compuserve and Prodigy) claimed between 2 and 3 millions subscribers each. In short,
commercial services are a supplement but not a substitute to your Internet marketing
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strategy. Note that most of the online commercial services now offer a gateway to the
Internet.
Usenet Newsgroup: A newsgroup is an electronic discussion group in which you
can share information and ideas about a specific topic with people all over the world.
Within each newsgroup there are a number of articles that you can read and reply to.
You can also post your own articles.

2.3

Acceptable Commercial Behavior on the Internet

2.3.1 World Wide Web for Commercial Activities
The World Wide Web has become the de facto standard platform for commercial
activity on the Internet. There are few regulations that govern commercial behavior on
the World Wide Web and most organizations tend to respect the broader business
community standards on business ethics.
We suggest that you respect intellectual property rights and that you explicitly
state the conditions under which your own content is to be used. See Just In Time
Marketing's statement regarding the use of this material.
2.3.2 Marketing Outside the World Wide Web on the Internet
As in any community, the Internet has its code of conduct. Some behaviors on the
Internet are "socially acceptable"; while some are not. This is what the Netiquette is all
about. Respecting the Netiquette is especially important for two reasons.
First, the Internet has been traditionally a very closed community where
commercial activities were banned. Even if this is not true anymore with the explosion
of the World Wide Web and its wide commercial use, some behaviors have been
inherited from this "prehistoric" period.
Second, the user of your site is also a customer or a potential customer. Following
the Netiquette will ensure good relationships with him. The last thing you want to do is
7

to upset them. And don't forget that the Internet is interactive. Angry customers might
easily flood your electronic mailbox with flames (messages of disagreement) and will
spread your "unacceptable behavior" around very quickly. Being aggressive or
irrelevant has given terrible results in the past.
To avoid any Netiquette mistake, you can follow the following rules and refer to
the links presented in this section:
( 1)

Do unto users, as you would have them do unto you.

(2)

Put yourself in the shoes of the user.

(3)

Be patient and helpful with "newbies" (new Internet users).

(4)

Use your corporate URL (Uniform Resource Locator-your Web site
address) with discretion.

(5)

Be supportive of customer's feedback-both negative and positive.

(6)

Advertising through E-mail: Be extremely cautious. However, used wisely,
i.e if you supply information that your customer or prospect is seeking, it
can be a very powerful marketing weapon.

(7)

Specific Netiquette for Usenet Newsgroup.

You can use Newsgroups to assist your venture. This does not mean just
advertising. It includes using newsgroups to assist consumers with problems, answer
questions, make contacts and generally participate like any individual might. Therefore,
there are some dos and don'ts in the use of Usenet Newsgroup. More about Newsgroups
and Advertising on Usenet
Dos:
(1)

Read the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) first

(2)

Observe the Newsgroup for several weeks before posting any article

(3)

Be brief
8

(4)

Be descriptive in subject headings

(5)

Be tolerant of others who may not follow similar Netiquette
Don'ts

(6)

Don't post off-topic articles.

(7)

Don't send Only Testing posts to newsgroup other than alt.newusers
or misc. test

(8)

Don't jump in the middle of a conversation

(9)

Don't attempt to falsify your identity

(10) Don't publicly thank everyone for anything they post. It wastes space.
A good site to determine what is and what is not an appropriate behavior for
advertising through e-mail and Usenet Newsgroup is the Blacklist of Internet
Advertisers. This site records individuals and companies which have not respected the
Netiquette and the potential retaliation these individuals/companies risk from Internet
users.
2.4

Marketing Research-Gathering Intelligence

2.4.1 Primary Research
( 1)

Monitoring mailing lists

(2)

Monitoring Usenet discussion groups

(3)

Surveys on clients web-sites

One of the most valuable tools available for a marketer using the Internet its
remarkable potential as a tool for marketing research. Using the Internet, primary
marketing research becomes much less expensive to acquire and utilize than ever before
using traditional media. It is, however, very important to emphasize that such research is
exploratory only. By using the internet for collecting data and information, a marketer
has, by definition, limited the scope of his or her sampling frame to those members of
9

the internet community who choose to respond. The demographics of users of the
Internet are strongly skewed from the general population. Therefore, results from
Internet marketing research should not be generalized to the entire population.
Fill-out forms on web pages have remarkable value in assessing the attitudes,
wants and values of a firm's customer base. For example, a firm might implement a fillout form to learn about its customers' demographics and product preferences. Then the
firm could segment its market based upon these data.
The Internet can also be used for product development. For the first time in
history, a company can, on a global scale, ask customers about product changes or
launches before any research and development investments are made. While data
gathered in this fashion cannot be generalized to the general populous, it has enormous
value for product development and niche information for product placement.
Similarly, marketers can learn substantially by monitoring Usenet discussion
groups targeted at a firm's customer base. Managers can use this information to learn
not only of the perceived strengths and weaknesses of their own products or services,
but those of their competitors as well. For example, Dell computers could monitor
discussion groups to learn about its position, as well as its competitor position, in
customers' minds.
2.4.2 Secondary Research
Demographics, industry data on the Internet. ..
Secondary market research is also abatable on the Internet. Virtually all of the
information gathered by the US Census Bureau is available for query on the Internet.
Using these data, marketers can learn virtually anything about targeted communities.

10
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Another tool that is emerging for secondary research is the advent of on-line
publication of newspapers and journals. For example, The Wall Street Journal recently
began offering real time updates of its top news stories.

2.5

Background of the Color

2.5.1 History of Color
Sir Isaac Newton introduced the idea that light is actually a source of color in
1666. He passed a beam of sunlight through a glass prism and witnessed the rainbow
that was produced. No one was impressed with this, because it was still believed that
color was present in the prism itself, rather than the light that passes through it. To put a
spin on his experiment and prove his ultimate point, he again passed a sunbeam through
a prism, but then passed the resulting rainbow through a second prism. This
reconstituted the original white beam of light, which was really a revolutionary finding.
This led people to believe that color is actually present in the light, and not the object.
Newton was responsible for discovering that the color people see as white is actually a
combination of all the colors in the visible spectrum. In an effort to make the discussion
of color easier, a color vocabulary was developed.
The color wheel is divided into three categories: primary, secondary, and tertiary.
The three primary colors are red, yellow and blue. These colors are considered to be
foundation colors because they are used to create all other colors. By combining two of
the primary colors, three secondary colors are formed. They are orange, green and
violet. The six tertiary colors are made by combining a primary and an adjacent
secondary color. These colors are red-orange, red-violet, yellow-green, yellow-orange,
blue-green and blue-violet.
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Figure 2.1.

The Color Wheel.

Colors are also divided into cool and warm categories. The cool colors are green, blue
and violet. Warm colors are red, orange and yellow.

Figure 2.2.

Cool and Warm.

A tint of a color is made by adding white.
A shade is made by adding black
12

Figure 2.3.

Tint and Shade.

2.5.2 The Eye and the Color
For most people, seeing, and seeing in color, is an ordinary part of everyday life
that many take for granted. But what most people don't bother to think about while
looking at the wondrous world around them, is just how seeing in color happens.

wavelength •

Figure 2.4.

Wavelength.
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Color is actually a phenomenon of perception; not an objective component or
characteristic of a substance. Color, rather, is an aspect of vision, and a psychophysical
response consisting of the physical reactions of the eye and the brain.
When we look at an object and see its color, what we are actually, really seeing
are the wavelengths of the light spectrum that are being both reflected and absorbed by
the object.

The Human Eye

Figure 1

Figure 2.5.

Perception System.

2.5.3 Technology and Science
Technology has, and will continue to have, a direct influence on color and design.
Colors of the Victorian era were a result of the discovery of aniline dyes which were
stronger and more harsh than previous coloring agents. Victorian colors, which today
would be unacceptable, included Pompeii red, tobacco brown, buff, olive and maroon.
During the '50s a revolution in the paint industry was spawned by the introduction of
tinted colors. Up to this time, the choice of color was limited to ready-mixed "safe"
pastels and neutrals. The new tints gave the consumer the possibility of an infinite
choice of colors for the first time.
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2.5.4 Forecasting Color Directions
There are many agencies today that forecast color with varymg degrees of
success. The most influential of these is the Color Marketing Group (CMG)
established in Washington, D.C. in 1962.
CMG is an international organization of design professionals representing a cross
section of industries involved in the use of color as it applies to the marketing of goods
and services.
Member designers collaborate at two conferences annually in which they attempt
to plot color directions two years hence, industry by industry. Consumer and contract
forecasts are generated for every industry and are then combined in an overall forecast
color card which is published and available to all members.
The color forecast is almost a self-fulfilling prophecy, estimated to be accurate
95% of the time. The success of CMG is due to the fact that the forecast is built up from
the grass roots level and not handed down by some fashion guru in New York or Paris.
2.5.5 The Importance of Correct Forecasting
Color forecasting is important to industry since a product introduction cycle often
takes two-three years. An automobile manufacturer introducing a car three years hence
must be sure that upholstery and finish colors will coordinate and be in vogue.
Furniture manufacturers must be sure that their products will coordinate with
carpeting and wall coverings that will be available at the time of introduction.
Design and color have a direct influence on the image that a product projects and
ultimately on its sales. If either is inappropriate, the consumer may hesitate to buy.
For example, the Japanese and Korean car industries initially had problems
gaining acceptance in North America. Colors were unappealing, particularly to women
buyers and little thought was given to interior and exterior coordination.
15

Today, all the major automobile manufacturers are members of CMG, as are
representative from every industry, including the transportation, fashion, hospitality,
home and store furnishing industries.

1890 to 1920 "The Revolt Against Things Victorian"
Victorian interiors were motivated by a tasteless display of possessions - a
profusion of ornament and clutter. Revival followed revival including Gothic, NeoRenaissance and Neo-Rococo. These styles were often mixed with varying success.
Art Nouveau emerged in the 1890s from Siegfried Bing's exclusive Paris design
studio like a breath of fresh air. Nouveau designs were derived from nature: swirling
plants, flowers, waves, and the female fonn were used in an asymmetrical manner to
decorate an object and to fonn its shape. In interiors, delicate pastel wallcoverings often
with "growing" plant design, decorated rooms filled with asymmetrical styled furniture
crafted in exotic woods. These pastels were a direct result of the fashion palette which
reflected a reaction against the harsh maroons, purples and blacks of the Victorian
period.
In 1909, the bold colors of The Ballet Russes banished the popular pastels of the
day. The set for the ballet Scheherazade used draperies, cushions and carpets instead of
painted scenery. Costumes were sewn in brilliant color never before seen in the theatre.
The impact was immediate. Smart drawings rooms of the day were transformed into
"harems" decorated with richly patterned drapes, Oriental carpets and cushions.

THE TWENTIES "Black, White and Silver"
Patou and Chanel were the leading fashion designers of the day. Both used mainly
neutrals including black, white and beige, often highlighted with sequins and feathers
for evening. Coco Chanel introduced slim skirts, pullovers and collarless jackets - the
look of the emancipated woman. Art Deco, introduced at the 1925 Expositions des Arts
16

in Paris, was to have a tremendous influence in color and design for the next 10 years.
The elegant interiors with simplified lines inspired by the cubism of Picasso and Braque
were often executed in neutrals. Black and silver walls were a shimmering backdrop for
lacquered furniture and screens reflected in shiny tiled floors. African art, black onyx
and white rock crystal completed the picture.
Hollywood loved the look which was, of course, exaggerated and glamorized. A
typical living room was large enough to accommodate Fred and Ginger and a cast of
200 dancing the night away.
In addition to the neutrals, monochromatic rooms in pale green, blue and yellow
were also popular. Gold, ochre and burnt orange were introduced as accents.
Another major influence of the twenties was the Bauhaus School of Design
founded in 1919 by architect Walter Gropius. It was a reflection of the cult of
modernism and a rejection of the past that swept post war Germany.
Students were trained to have an architectural or environmental approach,
concerning themselves with form, function, new materials and the technology of mass
production. This philosophy affected furniture design and architecture far more than any
other field and was to have a significant influence in Europe and North America.
New materials and techniques in furniture design included tubular steel, chrome
plating, press molding and cantilevered chair supports. Many classic designs of the era
are being produced today. Perhaps the most famous are the Wasily annchair designed
by Marcel Breuer and Mies van der Rohe's Barcelona chair and lounge.
THE THIRTIES "White to Bright"

White was the post-depression color in fashion and interiors - an extension of the
'20s vogue for monochromatic rooms.
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Science and technology also were important factors in the craze for things white.
During the late '20s, scientists first published the role of the sum in combating dietary
deficiencies. A suntan became essential to look stylish on the beach and to enhance the
look, white bathing suits and evening gowns became "de rigueur."
Prior to the '30s, white paints were made with white lead which tended to yellow
rapidly. The introduction of white titanium dioxide pigment and new fast drying
lacquers made it possible to produce durable and colorfast paint for automobiles and
interiors.
The influential white living room of Syrie Maugham's London house enlivened
by contrasts of texture, form and reflecting mirrors, could have been designed today.
The white craze was over by the mid '30s with color slowly returning to fashion
and furnishings. This was further accelerated by the huge impact of Van Gogh's
exhibition in the Museum of Modern Art. Bright fashion 'sunflower' prints in yellows,
greens, blues and brown appeared in profusion.
THE WAR YEARS "Red, White and Blue"

Rationing, synthetics, new technology and improvisation were the key words of
the '40s. Strong colors in fashion including red, yellow and navy were morale boosters
during the gloom of the early war years. However, colors became muted and chalky as
textiles and dyes were later rationed. This called for improvisation on both sides of the
Atlantic. In occupied Paris, women made up for the lack of pretty clothes by creating
elaborate hats trimmed with flowers and ribbons worn with thick cork-soled shoes. In
North America, leg makeup became a substitute for stockings.
As the war progressed, consumer goods, including paint, furniture and fabrics,
became increasingly scarce with limited color choice.
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In the U.S., Frank Lloyd Wright developed his prototype low cost Usonian
House based on geometric construction modules. He did not use paint or plaster, rather
allowed the natural materials of wood, brick, glass and concrete to stand on their own.
This house was to have a profound influence on residential architecture in the years to
come.
The technology of plastics, as a substitute for scarce materials, was developed to a
high degree. One of the most interesting were the acrylics used on bombers to enclose
gun turrets. Acrylics today are found in many different products including furniture,
clothing, wigs, paint and floor polish.
THE FIFTIES "Paint the Town Pink"

An explosion of color marked the beginning of the decade.
In fashion, rich f:,1feens, turquoise and kingfisher blue were seen on both sides of the
Atlantic. However, the runaway success story was Hot Pink introduced by Jacques Fath
in 1951. The color promoted by Vogue led to the highly successful Revlon cosmetics
campaign, "Paint the Town Pink". Within six months of introduction, this color was
available in sheets, towels and other home furnishing fabrics. Color invaded the kitchen
for the first time. Appliances were available in yellow, turquoise and pink. The
Automobile industry was not far behind in the introduction of color. Dupont developed
the first durable red paint for the industry. Interiors were color coordinated by a flood of
new synthetic lining fabrics. Two-tone color combinations became a craze and metallic
were now available on mass-produced vehicles.
The fine craftsmanship of Scandinavian furniture, often teamed with grass cloth
walls and bold color prints, became the trendy look of the '50s. Beautifully made
children's furniture in combinations of teak or birch with brightly colored lacquer
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accents sold extremely well in all parts of the world. Today, many of the classic designs
by Eames, Aalto and others are still in demand.
THE SIXTIES "Flower Power"

The ethnic look was the overwhelming fashion story of the sixties and blue jeans
designed to fade, became a classic worn by all ages and both sexes.
The oriental influence in clothing and interiors was brought about by travel to the
East. Walls were painted in brilliant psychedelic colors decorated with murals, wall
hangings and Indian prints. Furniture and floors were covered in Oriental carpets. The
less flamboyant designs of Laura Ashley's psuedo-peasant fashions led to a line of home
furnishing fabrics and wall-coverings using similar colors and design elements.
Only the face was pale during the sixties. The "nude look" was accented by dark
kohl eye makeup and red henna hair. Blacks, for the first time, had a range of cosmetics
made specifically for their complexions. The new catch phrase 'Black is Beautiful' was
off and running. The range of synthetics accelerated during the '60s. This led to the
introduction of the first plastic chair with no joints. The simplicity of design in
geometric shapes executed in bright colors was a welcome alternative to the Oriental
influence.
THE SEVENTIES "The Color Naturals"

Earth tones reigned supreme in this decade; in fashion makeup and design. The
popular cream and chocolate combination seen in fashion quickly invaded furniture
stores resulting in many "me too" rooms decorated in these tones.
Avocado Green and Harvest Gold popular since the late '50s for kitchens and
bathrooms gave way to a new neutral beige called Almond. This colour was available in
bathroom fixtures, kitchen appliances and a host of other products.
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By the end of the decade, the natural colors seemed pass. Red, royal blue and
turquoise were the new fashion colors. Glitter in fashion and eye makeup, along with
stretch fabrics in neon brights, were seen on the disco dance floor.
High-tech, a synthesis of high style and technology, arrived in the late '70s. the
use of industrial materials including structural beams, metal stairs, corrugated steel
walls and heavy duty flooring in a domestic setting was not for everyone. Strong
primary colors were used in furniture and to highlight architectural design elements.
Neon light sculptures, a new art form, first appeared in this period.
THE EIGHTIES "Grey is No Longer Tattletale"

The '80s opened on a somber note as the North American economy faltered and
slipped into the most severe recession since the 1930s. Banks and trust companies failed
and may people lost their savings resulting in flat sales for automobiles and big ticket
items in the home furnishing sector. As the economy improved, we moved into an era of
"the takeover", Wall Street scandals, and insider trading. Conspicuous consumption of
the "nouveau riche" was exemplified by designer clothes for toddlers in "sophisticated"
adult colors.
The fashion industry had problems throughout the decade. Designs ranged from
the street punk look for the youth market to Lacroix fantasy costumes adored by calf
society. The average working woman's needs were ignored and sales suffered
accordingly.
However, the fashion industry fared much better with their color palette. The hot
pinks, purples, teal and lime greens showed in the fall '89 collection had an immediate
impact on the home furnishing market. Grey, along with black and white were widely
accepted as the new neutrals in both contract and residential design. Mauve cast
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neutrals, including gray and beige were a new direction that would continue into the
'90s.
Design directions were many, including revivals of Art Deco, '50s Bright, EuroClassic, Victorian and Colonial. There was also a renewed interest in things Oriental as
travel and trade increased with mainland China. As the decade drew to a close, the
growing concern for the environment would have a profound effect on how we lived
and what we purchased.
THE NINETIES "A Return to Nature"

The environment and advances in computers and technology were the biggest
influences on the decade. The attention to environmental concerns impacted both the
way products were made and were ultimately disposed. Less packaging, recycled
materials and recycling programs were seen throughout the world in an effort to reduce
the impact on the natural environment. A return to nature was seen through the use of
greens and warm beiges. The mauve cast neutrals, including gray and beige that first
made an appearance in the late 80s continued through the 90s. Fabrics saw
manufactured floral prints and metallic began to shimmer in architectural details and
accents. The advances in computer technology saw the explosive expansion of the
World Wide Web into businesses, schools, homes - even in 'smart' appliances. With the
incredibly rapid changes from 92-99, colors were used to comfort and protect us from
the chaotic world outside.
2000 AND BEYOND

As technology continues to mesh with our homes and workplaces, we will seek a
balance between new and old. Colors that harmonize with the environment, comforting
and protecting us. The layering of colors, glazes and metallic allow for translucency and
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depth to color schemes. Nature will continue to play an important role as water becomes
the dominant influence.

ORIGINS OF COLOR THEORY
Throughout our historical and scientific records, there have been several attempts
to document and explain the experience of color and how we see color. This document
is a record of the trials and postulations of philosophers and theorists' estimations of this
phenomenon. Almost from the beginning the popular thought seems to have been that
light or fire was emitted from the eyes and interacted with objects. Later on, that objects
emitted images of themselves to the viewer's eyes.

Table 2.1.
Time/Date

Color Theory.

I

Theorist

I

Theory

----------------------------+-------------------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

560

i The eyes

I Pythagoreans
II

I

j

j

I

I

!

I
I
I

send rays to the object and these

!

rays give us information about the object's

!

i shape and color.

I
i

------------------------------J-------------------------------------------J----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

480

i Empedocles
i
i
l

! Sight

is an interaction between images

I
Il ejected by the object being observed and an

I
I

I emanation

I

!

I

I

I

I
i

I

j

of the eye. Matter is covered

with pores which lay between smaller

Iparticles of matter and images of the object
I

J

I are transmitted out of these pores. He is

I

I also the first to theorize that the medium of

I

I

j

J

i
i

II

sight is from the object and is received by

!

I the visual perception organ (eye).
i
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Table 2.1.

Color Theory (Continued).

I

Time/Date

Theorist

I

Theory

J

The eye and the object being observed

--------------------~------------------------------L___________________________________________________________________ _
450

Socrates

j

i
I

iI

i creates
!

!

i

a

"white"

or

fire,

and

a

I corresponding sensation. If another object

!
I

!

i
1

!i 1s
. observed, a d·f~
1 ierent corresponct•mg

I

i

/

I sensation is felt.

i

I

I

I

------------------------+----------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

440

/ Atomists

of j Objects constantly emit images. And there

i

!

I

I

i is

! Democritus

enough

I
! distinguish

I

/
I

variation

and

between

light

strength
and

to

color

i

I

impressions in the eye.

j

i

i

--------------------------+---------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

400

I The human eye emits a light which shines

/ Arcytas

I

I

i

I out as a spirit
i
! observed.

I
I

I

to reach the object being

I

----------------------------1------------------------------------·----1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

400

J

Plato

I
I
/
I

Rays

from

the

eyes

combine

with

1

/ discharges from the body, a bridge is
I

I formed between the object being observed
j

I

I

/

/ and the eye. The eye is influenced by the

II

Ii object
. and st1mu
. lates awareness.

I ______________________________Ji ______________________________________________________________________________________ _
______________________ J__

360

/ Aristotle

/ Sight is the action of the object being

I

I

I!

·
Ilb
o serve ct upon t he eye rays t h roughh
t e alf

I

I

i

i

/

II which is activated by any luminous

I

I
i

I
I
I

I

i
I

I
I
i

I
i

II material.
I

!
I
I

!

!
j
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Table 2.1.

Color Theory (Continued).
j

Time/Date

Theorist

Theory

1

----------------------l-------------------------------------L----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I Rays travel from the eyes to the object and

i Euclid

3oo

!

I

I

I

I

! scan the object to get an impression of it.
l

I

i

!

I Lays the groundwork for the principles of

I
I
I

1

I

I

_s_o__________________

! perspective.

I
I

I!

I
I

!

J

J

TI~~~~ti~-s--------------r1~p-~~;i~~;--~f-th~--~b}~~i---b~iu-g:--~bs~n::ecr
I

are made in the air by the action of sunlight

I
I
I entering the eye.
I
I
I
----------------------T----------------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------130 AD

I Studies light and light refraction passing

Ptolemy

1

I

I

I

I

I from air into water and glass, and out of

I

I

water and glass.

j

-----------------------------1-----------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------j Exterior aura comes from the object to the
l 50
Galen

I

,

j

j

I

eye. There is an internal aura that never

I

I leaves the eye that prepares it for
I
I reproducing the aura coming from the

j

I

i
I

l

I

I

I

I outside.

I

I

1---------------------------r----------------------------------------J-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

35 o

1

I
!
I

Neo-Platonic

I Sight is purely psychical. There is an

I empathy between the eye and the object
!
I where the spirit sees the object in itself

I

I

I

I!

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

'

I
:

!
I

I
I

i
I

i
l

I

I

I

'

l

l
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Table 2.1.
Time/Date

Color Theory (Continued).

I

Theorist

________________________J__________________________________
1230

I

Theory

1i______________________________________________________________________________ _

I Roger Bacon

I Light is emitted from the eye which travel

J

I to the object and visually scans it so we can

!

I

I
I

I see it. The information that it sends back to
I
! the eye is how we are able to see.

I

_________________________ j.______________________________ I
1240
I The cause of all color is the mixing of the
i Witelo

.j._ ________________________________________________________________________ _

I

I

j

J

I

I

i
I.

brilliance of light with shadows. Colors

i such as the blue feathers on the neck of a

I

I

Ii

I

i bird are caused by the shadows in between

I
I

I

i
I

I the
!

I
,I

feathers or by the shadow behind the

I

I

I

/ lashes on the eye.

I
I
---------------------+------------------------------------j
_____________________________________________________________________________________

1452-1519 J Leonardo
I
J

Da \ Builds a camera obscura and compares its
I

Vinci

j

operation to that of the human eye.

I
i
-----------------------t-------------------------------------------t------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1629-1695 I Huygens

II

I
I

I

I Fine particles of the "ether" (that exists
I

II everywhere in the space which is not taken
II

I

! up by something else), is bombarded with

I

I

II fast moving particles of light-giving bodies.

I

I

I

I The collision spreads itself around the light

I

I

I

I
j

I

I

I source in the shape of a ball.
i

!___________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

--------------------------~-----------------------------------11

1642-1725 i Newton
I

II

I
I
I

I
I
I

I

Light rays are made up of extremely small

II

I particles of matter which are ejected by the
t

I

! light source.
I

!

I
i

I
I

I

I
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Table 2.1.
Time/Date

Color Theory (Continued).

j

Theorist

j

Theory

--1188~1-s-2-1--1--F-~e~ile1------------------i--Ligilt~a<liati«;-ilffio~e~-i~-:;~~~-r0w~ii~~~~--___________________________ j____________________________________ j______________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

1821-1894

I Helmholtz
I

I Records

/

/ colors: ultramarine blue, green and red. He

'

the curves for the basic mixing

1
I

I

!

I

I ascribes these three colors and their mixing

I

I

I

I

I

I colors,
I

I

1

II
I
/

j

to three kinds of color sensitive

·h
receptors m
t e eye.

contmues
· the workof

i

I

I Young
I

i

i

j

j

I

and Maxwell. This theory becomes

I known as the "Young-Helmholtz Three-

I

I

Component theory".

I
I
------------------------------1--------·-------·-··-·----··--------------~---·-------------------------·------------------------·-··------------------------------------

1831-1879

i

II

Maxwell

I
I

i There is a relationship between light and

II electromagnetic waves. The speed of each
I

I is 300,000 km per second.

____________________________J_ _____________________________________ t' -----------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------

1857-1894

I Hertz

Measures

the

wavelength

of

1

I
I

I

I
I

I electromagnetic radiation and determines

I

I the wavelength
I
I sensitive.

area of the eye that is

----------------------------+---------------------------------------j__ ________________________________________________________________________________________________ _

1834-1913 ! Hering
I
I

I Each

cone in the eye can be stimulated to

I
I

j

I produce two

I

I

I

Ia

I

i

I

I
I
I

I

I

I

!
l

I
i
i
I

opposite color impressions by

chemical process. This becomes known

I

\ as Bering's "Three Opponent theory".

I

I
!
I
I
I
i
I
II
I
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Table 2.1.

Color Theory (Continued).
j

Time/Date

I

Theorist

Theory

_____________________J_____________________________________ +-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1858-1947 I Planck

I Light energy only exists in specific

/
I

iI

I

I amounts.

I

I
I

I
!
I

j

.

:
I

I
j

Light is made up of quanta. (In

physics, Quanta is the smallest amount of a

.

physical

quantity

that

can

exist

i

!

II

Iindependently, especially a minute quantity
I

I

I

I

! of electromagnetic radiation.")

'

I

-------------------------L--------------------------·-------·-----1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! Wright

1928

and i Perfects the eye sensitivity curves for short,

II middle

I Guild
!

I

/ curves

i

I

and long wavelength light. These
become

accepted

by

the

I

/ Commission Internationale de l'Eclairage in

!
!

l

I

II 1931

i

!

I

as standards of spectral sensitivity,

standard

J

light

!

I

/

I measurement.

I

I

sources

and

color

--------·-----------------+----------------------------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1930

I Granit

I

I Measures energy generated by nerve

I

J

/

I

!

II

discharge of isolated nerve fibres of the

I/ optic. nerve.

I

I

--------------------------+------------·---------------------------<---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1969

J

I

I
1

De Valois

/ Develops a physiological scheme of color

I

I perception

usmg

both

the

"Young-

!

I

I Helmholtz Three-Component theory" and

II

Ithe "Three Opponent theory" of Hering.

i

!

I

I

I
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Table 2.1.
Time/Date

Color Theory (Continued).
J

I

Theorist

Theory

_________________________ j___________________________________ _J_ _____________________________________________________________________________________ _

1973

I Marks
I
/ MacNichol

I

/

I

I

I the chemical composition of the visual
I
I pigment and of separate cones.
I

I

I Many other scientists have delved into the

I

I physiological, psychological, biochemical,

I,

II

II

I

Ii
!

! neuroelectrical and biotechnical (etc)
Ii
! workings of how we see and precisely how

I
I

I

,

i
i

I!

II color

/

I many to list here.

1

I

!

I

2.6

and I Reveal their conclusions on differences in

operates. These names are far too

l

I

Internet Marketing vs. Traditional Marketing

Marketing on the Internet is not your traditional in-your-face-advertising but is a
reactive stance. Customers should be attracted to your site by the information and
services useful to them. One important marketing strategy is to offer quality support and
expertise. Doing so proves your command of the industry and will improve your
business and credibility. Also, online marketing is different than offline marketing
because the Internet involves one-on-one promotion vs. mass media promotion.
Customer support - Customer service is one key in attracting potential customers
to your site. The Web is constantly attracting new users who are not familiar with how
to navigate Web sites. They are unsure how to find all of the information that each site
has to offer. If, however, they can easily find a customer support link to your company,
they can contact your company to find out the information that they are unable to locate
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on your site. Also, for your existing customers, customer support is a must for
maintaining repeat visitors.
Prospect Qualification - A salesperson's job consists of prospecting and selling,
with the latter producing the actual profit. Thus, a company would like for a salesperson
to spend more time selling than prospecting. Your Web site can be used to shorten the
sales cycle by promoting products/services so that the salesperson just has to sell.
Product Sales - Depending on your product/service, you might be able to sell
without the intervention of a salesperson. Your Web site can let customers select styles,
colors, configurations, shipping methods, and payment terms. Direct sales without
human intervention!
Cybermalls - You might decide that your Web site would benefit from the
association with other complimentary sites. Cybermalls or virtual malls are very popular
with many companies. The malls offer companies the advantage of increased promotion
and traffic.
Public relations - A well-positioned Web site may attract industry-related journals
that will promote your site. It is also a key place for communication with the press. A
very popular and effective feature to add to your site is a What's New section. This
would contain new announcements, descriptions of new products, schedules, and news
in general. You can also launch a press release through this What's New section or
through trade publications in your industry to announce your online marketing scheme.
2.6.1 Target Market
You must decide what segment of the market you will be targeting as you would
m traditional marketing. You could start by asking yourself "Who is my target
market?", "What features are important to them?", and "How do they buy?". You can
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then determine certain attributes to include in your Web site that will appeal to the
target market. This is directly related to encouraging repeat visits.
2.6.2 Communication
Businesses use the Web and HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) for various
communications activities. Such activities might be utilizing links, fonns, and
annotation features to create documents, to get feedback, and to coordinate projects.
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III.

3.1

SITUATION ANALYSIS

Who Is PM Paint

Figure 3.1.

PM Paint Company Limited Logo.

3.1.1 Company History
PM Paint is the manufacturer Business Company, located at K.15 moo 14
Sereethai Rd, Minburi Bangkok 10510. Established in 1975 and owned by Mr. Manus

L.
In the first state, PM Paint was producing only the Car-Coating color. And all the
products are mixed by PM Paint, after 10 years of the business as a manufacturer, PM
Paint provided more product lines, these include the building color, industrial color and
also car coating color, where PM Paint can produced and made the new color formula
by themselves. PM Paint also provided the other products related to the painting activity
such as Thinner, Putty, and Abrasive paper.
3.1.2 Product
Being involved in the color product manufacturer, every kind of color product
should be included in this category. However PM Paint has chosen the products by
concentrating its efforts in the area of house painting, car coating and industrial color.
The following list comprises the goods that will be offered at PM Paint
company.
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House Painting Color

(a)

Jacob painting color

(b)

Twin brush
Car Coating Color

3.2

(a)

AR Extra coat

(b)

AR Extra base

(c)

Chabot

(d)

Lacquer Acrylic Urethane

(e)

Hardener

(f)

Acrylic Lacquer Primer

(g)

2K Acrylic Lacquer Primer

(h)

Thinner

(i)

Putty

(j)

Industrial Color

(k)

Jacob Industrial Color

Company Direction and Global Trading

Belong to the maturity of the business, PM Paint plans to expand the market
abroad and try to become the another alternative brand to the global customer. PM Paint
chooses car-coating color to be the main product sending to the global market, and
because of the in-house production capability, we can use the pricing strategies to fight
with the other competitors.
However, we are still new in the global market so we must try to find the
communication channel to introduce the company and products to the new customer,
and also to communicate to them.
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IV. MARKETING ANALYSIS

4.1

Analysis Consumer Behaviour in Cyber Market
There is no discussion about the existing and the advantages of the Internet today,

because technology is the main factor to change and manage the direction of the world.
Also the very fast development and the revolution of the equipment around us change
the lifestyle, people must adapt follow the world, the fastest who can adapt will get
more advantage from this change.
Not only the people's lifestyle, but also the business must adapt the business
structure to correspond to the world's change. Many businesses face the problem from
this change and must stop their business, but many can be alive in the competing world
by changing their business process and structure for the changing world. Internet
marketing or cyber market is one of many changes that happen today, because the
change of the people's lifestyle. Many surveys show the growing rate of the Internet and
computer user, so there is the common reason why business must catch the eye on these
people, because Internet user has the ability to keep the business running.
The cyber market seems to be the place which many business dream and imagine
to, but in the real business world is different, Internet marketing still has many weak
points waiting for the unprepared business to lose in.
We will talk about some of the limitations of Electronic Commerce. Electronic
Commerce provides more choices for the customer to connect in and find the best
alternative before making the buying decision. this will cause the high competition, and
if the business who decides to enter to the electronic market doesn't have any
differentiation they will be ignored. The lack of the computer knowledge and the gap of
time that makes some of the contemporary customers refuse the world revolution and
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the electronic technology because they think it is too complicated to learn. Security is
also the big problem, we won't talk about the security itself directly because there are
some of the security process that can be used efficiently in the internet, but we talk
about the belief of the internet user to the security system. Most of the Internet users
still have the question in their mind about the security system. This is the psychology
problem and need time to change the consumer's attitude. Other limitations are:
( 1)

Lack of touch and feel online

(2)

Many unresolved legal issues

(3)

Rapidly evolving and changing Electronic Commerce

(4)

Lack of support services

(5)

Expensive and inconvenient accessibility to the internet

r--------1

Figure 4.1.

P1ocedures for lnt<!rnet Shopping

The Procedures for Internet Shopping.
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This picture shows the procedures for the Internet user that starts from the
requirement detennination to meet the need, which occur outside the Internet base.
Second, Searching step, the shopper start searching for the available item that can meet
their requirement. Third, after they have some of the candidate items, they will compare
with multiple perspective, example specification, price, delivery date, and other items,
and conditions. Fourth step, they place the order to the chosen item. Fifth, pay the bill
can be online and offline payment up to the process and procedure of the electronic
shop. Sixth, receive the delivered items and inspect; possibly while using. And the last
step is contact to the vendor to get service and support, or to return the item if they are
disappointed.
We also divide the roles that people play in the decision-making process into five
roles:
( 1)

Initiator The person who first suggests or thinks of the idea of buying a
particular product or services.

(2)

Influencer A person whose advice or views carry some weight in making a
final buying decision.

(3)

Decider The person whose ultimately makes a buying decision or any part
of it- whether to buy, what to buy, how to buy, or where to buy.

(4)

Buyer The person who makes and actual purchase

(5)

User The person who consumes or uses a product or service.

All the five roles are important to the vendor to plan the marketing plan and know
who the target of our business is.
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4.2

Analyse the PM Paint Online Catalogue Customer Behaviour.

PM Paint's online catalogue project is the PM Paint marketing tool, which
increases the marketing ability and expanding the market segmentation. The main
objective of this Online Catalogue project is to provide the communication channel to
the global market.

Figure 4.2.

The Dimension of the PM Paint Company.

From the picture, it shows the next dimension of the business after entering to the
electronic commerce by Online Catalogue. There is more communication channel to
communicate to the customer. For the traditional business PM Paint provides only the
physical product communicates to the customer via the physical agent and delivers the
product using the physical process.
After entering to the Electronic Commerce PM Paint provides more channel to
communicate to the customer which is very necessary to the expanding business like
PM Paint.
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What is in the Online Catalogue
PM Paint Online-Catalogue is providing the main features of the business
(1)

The company profile

(2)

News and product introducing

(3)

Online-Catalogue which customer can be placing the order online

(4) Clients section, this part is concerning to the clients information
This is the rough picture of overall looking for the Online-Catalogue and we will
talk about it later.
4.3

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) Analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats

Figure 4.3.

SWOT.

4.3.1 Strengths
In the first box list all the strengths your company possesses. Don't be modest.
Spell them out. If you do this with others, you might begin by brainstorming words that
characterize your company and writing them down as fast as people say them. Then use
those ideas to construct a profile of your company's strengths.
The Strengths of the PM Paint Company
(1)

PM Paint is a family business, so it is easy to make the decision.

(2)

The capability to produce the entire product inside the manufacturer, so we
can provide more products as much as the customer wants.

(3)

Good quality product at a reasonable price
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(4)

PM Paint is the only manufacture in Thailand, which has a capacity to
produce the Car-Coating color. (other companies have to import the product
from other countries)

4.3.2 Weaknesses
In the second box list weaknesses, areas your business lacks or doesn't have the
personnel to cover well. Be honest. It is better to face the bad news now rather than
construct an unrealistic marketing plan that is doomed to failure.
The Weaknesses of the PM Paint Company
(1)

Weak business structure.

(2)

Business time limitation. Business time is only eight hours per day, so the
customer outside the country will have the time zone problem, and can not
communicate to the company after the working time.

(3)

Company is still new and unknown from the global market.

(4)

Brand image is very weak.

(5)

Most of the income comes from the agent system so the company cannot
communicate directly to the customer.

(6)

Target market is still less when compared to the overall market.

4.3.3 Opportunities
The third box is for opportunities. When you look at the market (and we're
looking particularly at the Internet market in this series), what do you see? What aren't
your competitors doing that customers need? Look for gaps. Of course, this is related to
a competitive analysis; none of these elements of marketing plan stand-alone; theyare
all interrelated. Gaps may not last long. What you see as an opportunity today may not
exist in three months. A SWOT analysis is only a snapshot in time, not a pennanent
document.
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The Opportunities of the PM Paint Company
(1)

Strong support from the government's policies about produces and exports
Thai product to the global market.

(2)

Car trading rate is growing, so it relates directly to our product sale volume.

(3)

Consumers are showing increased interest in Electronic Commerce. So PM
Paint can establish the Online Catalogue to expand market target.

4. 3 .4 Threats
The final box is to list threats to the business. What trends do you see that could
wipe you out or make your service or product obsolete? What are the business's
competitors doing to push themselves ahead? What new dot-com start-up is trying to
move into the market?
The Threats of the PM Paint Company

4.4

( 1)

Anti-Electronic feeling from the traditional customer.

(2)

The pessimism attitude of electronic commerce's security.

(3)

The competitor investment in Thailand

Marketing Segmentation and Target Market
PM Paint Online-Catalogue's market segmentation focuses on the retailer

business abroad, and also the garage outside Thailand. And sub market segmentation is
the old customer both in and outside the country. The cause of choosing the retail
business outside the country to be the main market segmentation because OnlineCatalogue is the tool of PM Paint company which is planning to expand the market to
abroad. And another PM Paint Online-Catalogue objective is to be the 24 hours
communication channel to communicate to the customer everywhere in the world.
However, in the first stage Online-Catalogue focuses directly to the retail business
in the Asian country because, the buying activities and delivery process used to be done.
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And the geographic is quite similar to Thailand, so we can use the same product
fonnula.
4.4.1 Selecting the Market Segments

Ml

M2

M3

P1

P2

P3

Product Specialization Pattern

Figure 4.4.

Product Specialization Pattern.

PM Paint Online-Catalogue has evaluated the segment of the company in the
Product Specialization pattern. PM Paint specializes in making a certain color painting
that is sell to several segments.

4.5

Marketing Mix 4P

4.5.1 Product
(1)

Manufacturer Brand is PM PAINT

(2)

Distributor Brand is AR EXTRA COAT, AR EXTRA BASE, JACOB,
TWIN BRUSH, MUSTANG, PORSCHE, CHABOT, and STANZA.

The PM Paint Online-Catalogue Product is a physical unsought and durable
goods. All the products are painting colors, divided into 3 main categories.
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,

s

(1)

(2)

House and Building Painting Color
(a)

Internal Emulsion Paint

(b)

External Emulsion Paint

(c)

Rust Preventive Primer

(d)

Water Color

Car Coating Color
(a)

Acrylic Lacquer Primer Putty

(b)

2K Acrylic Lacquer Primer Putty

(c)

Acrylic Lacquer Urethane

(d)

Urethane Primer Hardener

(e)

Thinner Acrylic

(f)

Thinner Urethane

(g)

Cleaner

(h)

B/C Binder

(i)

2K Binder

G)

Acrylic

(k)

Activator

(1)

Flexible Additive

(m) Flop Control Agent
(n)

Flat Control Agent

(o)

PP Primer

(p)

Blending Sil

(q)

MS Clear Quick Dry

(r)

Epoxy Primer Surfacer

(s)

Epoxy Primer Activator
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(3)

Industrial Painting Color
(a)

Synthetic Gloss Enamel

(b)

Industrial Lacquer

All the products have a different size container to fulfill the customer need, and
the production process finishes in the PM Paint manufacture.
4.5.2 Price

HIGH

tJ

MEDIUM

:;)

~

Cl.

LOW

7.Rip-off
Strategy

. False Economy
Strategy

9. Economy
Strategy

NINE PRICE-QUALITY STRATEGIES

Figure 4.5.

Nine Price-Quality Strategies.

PM Paint Online-Catalogue is using Good-Value Strategy, medium quality and
low price. The reason PM Paint can use this strategy is PM Paint is the only company
that can produce car-coating color, which is the core product to the company by
themselves, while other company must order and import from the others countries.
PM Paint Online-Catalogue also have the Quantity Discount to the customer who
buys large volume, and PM Paint Online-Catalogue offer on a cumulative basis.
PM Paint Online-Catalogue has two price levels for product line pncmg.
Customer can choose average and high quality suits with the two price points.
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4.5.3 Place
PM Paint Online-Catalogue is considering their communication channel via the
Internet. The entire product is based on the physical tradition store, which cannot be
reached directly to the end user. The off-line products distribution uses the agent
system. There have both advantage and disadvantage to PM Paint Company, so PM
Paint decides to build another channel to communicate directly to the customer by this
Online-Catalogue.
The address of PM Paint Online-Catalogue is http://www.pmpaint.com, in OnlineCatalogue you can find any PM Products under the sub brand name like JACOB, AR,
CHABOT, and etc. And you can also inform the company about the commendation,
Question, and any suggestion.
About the delivery system, After PM Paint Online-Catalogue hase received your
order confirmation, we will pack the product and send you in two working days (inside
Thailand), and three days (another country).
Besides the www.pmpaint.com Web-Site, PM Paint products are placed in the
retail shop near your house (in Thailand). And PM Paint Online-Catalogue also plans to
place the link to the PM Paint Online-Catalogue at many related Web-Sites.
4.5.4 Promotion
Promotions mix is decided to be very important Marketing mix for PM Paint
Online-Catalogue. The objective of Online Catalogue is to provide the fast, convenient
and saving communication channel to the customer and PM Paint business. So the
direction to reach the objective is to introduce this communication channel to our
customer.
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Figure 4.6.

Relative Spending for Industrial Goods.

Figure 4.6 Show the relative spending for industrial goods which PM Paint
Online-Catalogue's product is. This table shows the importance of personal selling,
because the main target market of PM Paint is the retailer and service station like
garage.

PM Paint Onllne«::atalogue Stage

Awareness

Comprehension Conviction

Figure 4.7.

Ordering

Cost Effective.
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Reorderir1g

From the relative spending for industrial goods and cost effective of different
promotional tools at different Buyer-Readiness stages analysis PM Paint OnlineCatalogue is planing for promotions mix dividing into 3 categories:

(l)

Personal Selling
PM

Paint

Online-Catalogue

establish

the

Cyber

Customer

Relationship team to take care and be responsible to the customer need. The
duties of CCR team covers:
(a)

Providing product information for the customer.

(b)

Improving relationship between customer and company. eg. Sending
e-mail to say hello to the customer directly.

(c)

Inform the next coming news to the customer, when news promotion
campaign is established, or when the customer is the winner from any
lucky draw.

(d)

Have the potential for dramatizing a company and product to the
customer, when the new customer is interested to do the business to
the company.

(e)

Doing some PR activities

(f)

CCR team is able to solve the problem, which occurs when customers
use our Online-Catalogue.

(2)

(g)

To be like a company's front or reception.

(h)

Do the questionnaire to improve the Online-Catalogue.

Sales Promotions
This is involving with sales activities, which convinces the customer
to take the order from PM Paint Online-Catalogue. These are some of the
activities in the plan.
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(a)

Discount coupon using only the online order. This coupon will attach
with the product.

Discount Coupon

Figure 4. 8.

(b)

The Example of the Discount Doupon.

Lucky Draw campaigns to find the winner to get the prize and gift
voucher from PM Paint Online-Catalogue. Let the customer register
and use Online-Catalogue order the product, and we will random by
select the winner every month.

(c)

Establish the virtual ordering by which the customer can get the
product from the online ordering for free, This is a sales promotion
campaign. This will stimulate the customer to try the OnlineCatalogue for the first time, by letting the customer order our product
by doing everything as the real situation all the process in the quantity
limitation conditions. After that PM Paint will send customer the
ordering product to the customer, and the customer receive the
products without paying.
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(3)

Advertising and Public relation,
PM Paint Online Catalogue includes advertising and public relation
together because PM Paint Business is in the industrial goods field, which
target the market to the retail business and service business. So we try to
emphasize to our target by these activities.
(a)

Making the brochure providing the information about the OnlineCatalogue, the direction, Q&A, the advantage of using OnlineCatalogue, CCR team telephone number.

(b)

Post PM Paint Online-Catalogue link to the related Web-Site and Web
Portal.

(c)

Print the Web-Site address m all PM Paint product package and
vehicle.

4.6

Competitor Analysis

4.6.1 Five Forces Analysis
This five-force analysis is the potential tool to detennine the intrinsic long-run
profit attractiveness of a market.

Five Forces Determining

Segment Structural Attractiveness

Figure 4.9.

Five Forces Determining Segment Structural Attractiveness.
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Five forces look at five key areas namely the threat of entry, the power of buyers,
the power of suppliers, the threat of substitutes, and competitive rivalry.
( 1)

The threat of entry
(a)

Economies of scale e.g. the benefits associated with bulk purchasing.

(b)

It cost too much for technology

(c)

The competitor doesn't have Online-Catalogue

(d)

Cost advantages not related to the size of the company e.g. personal
contacts or knowledge that larger companies do not own or learning
curve effects.

(e)

How important is differentiation? The competitor cannot produce the
car-coating product themselves, they have to order and import from
other countries.

(2)

(3)

(4)

The power of buyers
(a)

There are few car-coating color producers in the market.

(b)

If there are a large number of undifferentiated, small suppliers.

(c)

The cost of switching between suppliers is low

The power of suppliers
(a)

The power of suppliers tend to be a reversal of the power of buyers.

(b)

Power is low because the PM Paint brand is not powerful enough.

(c)

There is a possibility of the supplier integrating forward.

The threat of substitutes
(a)

Not involving too much because car-coating color cannot be
substituted by others color products.

(b)

Where there is generic substitution (competing for the currency in
your pocket)
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(5)

Competitive Rivalry
This is most likely to be high where entry is likely; there is the threat
of substitute products, and suppliers and buyers in the market attempt to
control. This is why it is always seen in the center of the diagram.
PM Paint Online-Catalogue is in the Oligopoly structure type, a small
number of firm produce products that range from highly differentiated to
standardized.

4.6.2 Market Concept of Competition
There is the identification of the competitors using the market approach,
Competitors are companies that satisfy the same customer need. For PM Paint OnlineCatalogue, the competitor is the companies that sell the color to the retailer and garage
both online and offline.
PM Paint's main product is car-coating color, and PM Paint is the only
manufacturer in Thailand that can produce the automotive coating color product. While
the PM Paint competitors must import the product from other countries like Germany
and United States, the price of their products is high but they got the advantage about
the power of brand.
4.6.3 Strengths and Weaknesses
PM Paint Online-Catalogue analyzes the competitor's Strengths and Weaknesses,
and this is the result.
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Table 4.1.

Competitor's Strengths and Weaknesses.
Weaknesses

Strengths
Brand Power, car-coating color producer like

Dupont doesn't have any manufacture in

Dupont, Nippon and Pilot is a powerful brand in

Thailand, so they have to import the product

the market. So they got more reliable from the

from the abroad

customer.

Nippon has the manufacture in Thailand, but

The Product Quality, because they are the

they have to set price according to the Japan

original color using for the vehicle, so they

branch.

have the same color shade like the original

The product is expensive.
Consumer cannot communicate directly to the
company

----------------------------------------'

.DUPONT60%
• PM PAINT 20%
QNIPPON15%
.PILOTS%

The Market Share of Car-Coating Color

Figure 4.10.

Market Share of Car-Coating Color.

Figure 4.10 shows the dividend of the Car-Coating market, The big one belongs to
Dupont brand which is the original product using for the most of the vehicle. The
second place is the PM Paint product, which got 20% from 100%. And the third is 15%
belong to Nippon product. And the last one is Pilot, about 5% of the market share.
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4. 7

Payment Method
PM Paint company is the manufacture business. So we sell the product in the

large number and the customer will pay by transfering the money to the company
account and the company providing credit for 30 days for the good level customer.
Cash is the other payment method for the company, if the customer orders the
product in the fewer amounts the company also welcomes with the cash payment.
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V.

5.1

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

Budget Analysis
Some of the most frustrating experiences you may have is in pinning down a

budget estimate for building your company's Internet and World Wide Web presence.
To take the mystery out of the budgeting process, Just In Time Marketing offers a
range of potential budgets depending on sixes and requirements of your site. The data
comes from our extensive experience with working on a variety of Web and Internet
sites.

Table 5.1.

An Estimated Budget for Internet Presence Elements of Budget.

•· l Lar~~ , com.pl~x
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Web Server Software
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Source: JITM Client Experience:
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5.2

Key Budget Consideration
Sites have been created by college students for hundreds of dollars and

corporations have spent in excess of $1 million on sites. Most companies budget for
hardware and software and give short shift to the planning process for the content.
JITM suggest strongly that the bulk of the budget be spent on meticulous planning of
the marketing and technical strategies for the site and in implementing content
consistent with those strategies since it is the content and not the hardware that actually
generates the benefits.
Variables:
( 1)

Degree of organisational experience on the Internet

(2)

Preparedness of Internet Marketing and Technical Plans

(3)

Expansion and redesign versus new site

(4)

Target customer characteristics

(5)

Complexity of site design

(6)

Need/desire to have all equipment and connections on-site and owned
versus hosted.

5.3

Budget Analysis for Color Your World Online-Catalogue.

"Color Your World Online Catalogue" is the in-house Medium, complex site with
product ordering transactions and control by company's officer, this is the budget
analysis for Color Your World Online Catalogue.
Server Platfonn

100,000.-

baht

(2)

Modem, Router, Lan

5,000.-

baht

(3)

Router, Firewall

10,000.-

baht

(4)

Web Server software

15,000.-

baht

(5)

I year Domain name fee

1,500.-

baht

(1)
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5.4

(6)

I year Internet connection fee

5,000.-

baht

(7)

Maintenance fee I year

10,000.-

baht

146,500.-

baht

Breakeven Analysis
PM Paint divides the breakeven analysis into two parts. First one is breakeven

analysis in sales volume, and another one is benefit breakeven.
5.4. l Breakeven Analysis in Production
From the web site production cost analysis PM Paint Online Catalogue defining
its breakeven point in this formula
(PX)=Fc+(VcX)

where P =Price,
X = the number ofproduct sold,
Fe= Fixed Cost, Ve= Variable Cost.

So the result of the breakeven analysis is
P = 700, X = ?, Fc(for 3 years)= 2,578 per month, Ve= 595
(700X) = 2,578 + (595X) = 25 Gallons per month
PM Paint Online Catalogue must sell the product up to 25 Gallons per month to
keep the breakeven point for the web site production.
5.4.2 Breakeven Analysis for Benefit to the Company
Breakeven Analysis is calculated by these three factors Web Site production cost,
Sales volume, Cost of the paper documents in the company. As you can see in the
Figure 5.1 breakeven point is at the middle of the third year after the web site was
launched and the cost of the catalogue and paper decreased also.
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5.5

Benefit Breakeven Analysis.

How the Online Catalogue Effect to the Company Finance.
According to the budget analysis and breakeven analysis, the company must

increase sale volume for another 25 Gallons per month to keep the company breakeven,
while the Online Catalogue has the potential to increase the revenue for the business
from the worldwide market. Apart from the selling opportunity, Online Catalogue also
decreases the cost of paper and customer communication down about 15 - 20%.
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VI.

6.1

WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT

Designing the Web site
The Web should be used as an interactive medium. Unlike mass media marketing,

structures, visuals, and other adaptations are used to encourage interactivity. The
Internet is a place to both give and get information and services. A successful Web site
will incorporate this process of provision and retrieval. The 3 levels of interactivity are:
(1)

Navigation to the site - This is just the simple presentation of information
and data.

(2)

Activity - Potential customers don't want to just read a Web site; they want
to be given choices of places to go and different things to see. A Web site
that makes the viewer decide and take action is a much more successful
Web site.

(3)

Interactivity -A potential visitor cannot only retrieve infonnation, but can
also leave feedback, send e-mails, order, and just basically interact with
people from the site or even other customers. As long as you are taking the
time to make a Web site, why not request feedback from your viewers!
Viewers will return if they believe the company behind the site is really
interested in what their needs are. This is what results in repeat visitors.

6.1.1 Image
Web site provides people with an image of the company. The company's physical
location is not known so companies are more equal in people's minds. The corporate
headquarters on the Web, a.k.a. the homepage gives the company the ability to go head
to head with larger and more established companies. If Company page looks
professional, functional, and is an attention-gutter, then that company looks good. Also,
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the Web is a global market so that those companies who have always been local may
now gain a competitive advantage.
6.1.2 Value-Added Web Site
There is a tradition on the Internet called the "gift economy" of the Internet. When
the Internet was first used, it was not very user-friendly so everyone was generous and
shared advice. When planning a Web site, a business should consider what value to add.
For instance, some sites offer links to related sites, some have directories of businesses
or resources, and some offer free copies of their software.
6.1.3 Keywords
Search engines are useful tools because they allow the viewer to search on
keywords for topics that are of interest. Jim Sterne's new book World Wide Web
Marketing talks about how Web sites attract spiders (viewers) by using keywords.
Viewers will search by company name, product name, and product type. Company need
to decide what keywords describe the company in these categories and any other
categories that are related. Company then strategically places these keywords
throughout the site.
6.1.4 Web-site Cross-linking.
Related Non-competing links- "Synergy" is the marketing notion of launching
diversified but related marketing activities that, as a whole, create awareness within the
marketplace that is greater than each of these activities carried out separately. The Web
can provide this synergy through cross-linking. Company can increase marketing
success on the Web by linking the site with a non-competing site whose product or
service appeals to the same target market. This way company can create public
awareness of company site not only through your own work, but also though the work
of others.
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Value-added links - Also, in the spirit of having a value-added web site, the
company should link to sites that would be of value to visitors to your site.
Search Engines - It is also a good idea to link to search engines, which are devices
used to make the finding of infonnation on the Internet much easier. Search engines,
such as Yahoo, WebCrawler, Lycos, and Open Text Index, facilitate Gopher navigation
and searches and FTP file retrieval.
6.1.5 Integration with Other Internet Features
Discussion Lists - Joining appropriate discussion groups is a good way to gain
better visibility for your company and your Web site. Internet discussion lists are a way
for individuals to network with others on a focused topic. The Internet-Marketing List
Archives is the archives of the best Internet marketing discussion list. There is a Web
document designed for searching for discussion lists by keywords.
FAQs - Frequently Asked Questions are a collection of commonly asked
questions and answers to these questions. These were compiled so that readers of the
postings to a UseNet group or discussion list would not have to see the same
information every time they accessed a particular group. Also, new readers are expected
to read the archived FAQs so that they know something about the group before
becoming an active participant. After observing several FAQs, you could implement
one specific to your company's industry. This will help to establish your company's
expertise, build public awareness of your company, and make your site more
approachable.
UseNet Groups - UseNet groups are another way to gain visibility. The best way is to
locate groups that might be of interest to your company is to find their FAQs. This not
only tells about the groups, but also tells whether or not advertisements are allowed. The
FAQ How to find the right place to post is a great place to start. Also, the Stanford
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Netnews Filtering Service will help company keep track of what's being said on
miscellaneous newsgroups.
Sig Files - Signature files short blocks of text, which can include company name,
e-mail addresses, phone numbers, fax numbers and company's Web site URL. They
may be used as a discreet ad for the company Web site and business. More on the use of
Sig Files can be found in the FAQ Signature and Finger Frequently Asked Questions.
Mail Servers and e-mail - Mail servers can automatically return a message to
someone requesting information. It is an easy way to support company's site and is
available through some Internet Service Providers. The server can send out the
information requested, but make sure the company's Web site's URL and any
infonnation about the company is included. E-mail is a very efficient means of
communications. One use for E-mail is as a customer service tool for obtaining
feedback and answering questions. It can also be used to launch press releases.
Announcements - Announcements can be made through various newsgroups
concerning information on products or services being offered through the Web site. The
URL is always included so that the actual site can be accessed.
FTP and Gopher - Although the Web is used more predominantly than FTP and
Gopher, they can still be useful for large files, binary information, etc. Also, Gopher
menus and FTP directories can be shown by most Web browsers.
6.1.6 The Attraction Problem
Initial Visit
The first concern is how to get someone to visit the company site initially. This
can be done through registration and cross linking. You then need to make use of crossfertilization which means including company's URL in the company traditional print
media. Company also needs to establish a consistent corporate identity by creating a
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corporate, effective logo that can be put on business cards, stationary, etc. and carried
over to the company Web site. Implementing the above suggestions can create the
public awareness needed for people to visit the company's site.
Repeat Visits
Once someone has found the company's site, company needs to encourage him or
her to return. There are several ways to design the company Web page to accomplish
this goal:
Curiosity - The larger site, the more encouragement to return because it is
impossible to see everything in one visit. Company wants to make sure data is not
confusing but the visitor needs to feel like if he/she returns there will be something
waiting for him/her right around the comer, though the next link.
Frequent updates - Site should provide at least some item that changes possibly
every time someone visits. This could be anywhere from a "What's new?" feature to a
"Quote for the Day". Company could even cover daily events associated with
company's industry.
Indispensable resource or useful tool - Link the site to existing databases, Internet
guides, searching tools, or a collection of files and images. It is best to have these links
relative to the business. (See cross-linking) Should be more convenient to come to
company's site to get information than to go elsewhere.
Unique event or resource - The company's site can provide an "ask the expert
feature" or can provide first-person coverage of industry-related events. Find some
feature to uniquely identify the company site.

6.2

What Should My Site Include to Make It Effective?
To maximize the effectiveness of the company site, you must consider the

following:
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( 1)

Functions, features, and presentation

(2)

Marketing

(3)

Interactivity

(4)

Distribution of related information

( 5)

Subscriber services

(6)

Linking arrangements

(7)

Look and feel of the site

The details of each consideration are:
Functions, Features, and Presentation
Once the business purpose has been defined, attention turns to important issues
such as functions, features, and presentation. With regard to functionality, the design
should consider the need for:

(1)

Searching

(2)

Indexing

(3)

Screening

(4)

Linking

(5)

Adaptability

(6)

Expandability

(7)

Common features for a Web site include:

(8)

Tool bars

(9)

Buttons

(10) Online forms
(11) Graphics
(12) Music
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As company noted earlier, presentation can range from simple Web sites designed
primarily to disseminate information to complex interactive sites that require graphics
and sophisticated software development
Decisions on these factors, particularly presentation, often will affect the choice of
a Web site designer, because many designers may not have the knowledge and
experience to produce a higher-quality site design.
Marketing
A variety of strategies can be followed to generate traffic through a Web site. Web
site owners may engage consultants to assist them with marketing issues. In fact, a
number of Web site developers also provide marketing-related services, including
advice about enhancing the look and feel of the site to make it user-friendly. According
to these consultants and developers, proper design of a Web site is analogous to
configuring an office or a store. Users should be able to quickly and easily navigate
through the site to find the information and other products they need. Web site owners,
or their consultants or developers, may arrange for preliminary testing of the site design
by using focus groups and other surveys that provide feedback on features included
within the site.In many cases, Web sites for professional firms include:
( 1)

A description of the practice areas in which members of the finn are active

(2)

Biographies of individual service providers

(3)

Information that can be used by prospective clients to contact the firm

(4)

Copies of articles, memos, and briefing papers prepared by members of the
firm

(5)

Links to related sites (e.g., sites providing copies of cased, laws, regulations,
and administrative interpretations)
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Interactivity
Try an interactive approach when designing the site. If possible, find ways for
visitors to communicate with the company. Lawyers and accountants might establish a
system that allows visitors to pose questions to members of the firm. The questions
could be answered in a confidential e-mail response, or arrangements could be made,
where appropriate, for sharing the answer with all visitors through postings on the site.
Visitors should be advised that only generic questions would be answered. The most
frequently asked questions could be collected and placed in a different part of the site so
that visitor could come in and browse.
A variation of this idea is to establish and maintain a chat room that allows
visitors to ask questions and receive answers in real time. Chat room sessions should be
scheduled in advance, and the times and topics should be posted on the site.
Distribution of Related Information
In addition to information about the site owner's products and services, consider
providing additional information on items of interest to site visitors. For example, a
company selling its own software or computer equipment via the Internet might want to
include copies of articles and reports on industry trends or that which explains
technological advances. If this is done, the site owner must be sure that it has all
necessary permissions to post materials created or owned by third parties.
As an alternative, the business might generate its own documents. In any event,
this type of content tends to build confidence among visitors that the site owner has a
gook understanding of the relevant markets and technologies.
Web site owners should be creative in choosing additional information they
include on their site. For example, a site for an immigration attorney might include links
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to job location assistance sites or sites of organizations providing support for
immigrants.
Linking Arrangements
Even the best Web site isn't much good if you can't drive traffic to it. So once the
content has been developed and is up and running. You must find other related sites that
might be interested in a lining arrangement. For example, a tax lawyer with a site that
contains information on estate and tax planning for small businesses might want to
approach the local chamber of commerce to see if it is interested in including link to the
tax lawyer's site as part of its online information services for small businesses.
Uncertainty exists about the legal aspects of linking arrangements. One possible
solution, at least in cases where the parties are willing to enter into a linking
arrangement, is a Web site linking agreement that sets out the rights and responsibilities
of the "linker" and the "linkee."
If the parties cannot reach a mutually acceptable accommodation, the linking

party should consider including a disclaimer on its site that makes it clear that there is
no relationship between the parties. Another possibility that might avoid a claim of
trademark infringement is for the linking party to avoid using the name of the linkee or
any of the linkee's products and services by simply including generic reference to the
purpose of the linkee's site. For example, in the well-known Ticket master-Microsoft
dispute, Microsoft might have simply referred to a popular site that has current
information about events and ticket ordering.
Look and Feel of the Site
The look and feel of the site should not be ignored. One thing to bear in mind is
that many computers and modems may be too old to fully take advantage of the
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graphics that are often placed on Web sites. So it makes sense to offer visitors the
option of all-text version of the site.
The site itself should be clean and uncluttered, have a logical organization and
good navigational tools, and include solid search functions and smooth links that allow
visitors to get to what they need as soon as possible. As technology improves,
consideration might be given to including audio and visual files as part of the site.
Attracting and Retaining Advertisers
In order to attract advertisers, The site must fulfill certain criteria. The site must
be targeted to a specific audience; that is, company site attracts members of this
audience and they return often. How does the company know if the site meets this
standard? If the company hasn't defined its audience, the company has a problem. If the
company doesn't know who its audience is, then neither will potential advertisers.
Compare the company site to other sites in your industry that also offer sponsorship for
the following key points:

6.3

( 1)

Features

(2)

Interactivity

(3)

Ease of navigation

(4)

Graphics

(5)

Content quality

(6)

Frequency of updating

Hardware and Software Requirements

Hardware Requirements
Pmpaint.com use only one computer for work as workstation and web server. The
list of all hardware below is used to create prototype of pmpaint.com
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Table 6.1.

Hardware Specification.

HARDWARE
Cpu

DESCRIPTION
Intel Pentium IV 1.8 Ghz

Mainboard

Chipset i845E

Memory

Double Data Rate Sdram 256 Mb

Harddisk

Maxtor 40G /ATA133

Graphic Card

ATI Mobility M6 16 Mb

Sound

Sigma Tel Codec

Floppy Disk Drive 1.44

Default

CD-Writer

Lite-On 32x12x40x

Monitor

LG Flatron 795FT Plus

Modem

Aztech USB Modem

Printer

HP Deskjet 720C

Software Requirements
PM Paint Online Catalot,rue should have the following software below installed
and working. The major software is a web server that helps the computer to perfonn the
web server. So PM Paint Online Catalogue use Apache instead of Microsoft Internet
Information Server, because it is free and stable. PM Paint Online Catalogue is using
MySQL because it is quick and flexible. PM Paint Online Catalogue is using PHP4
because it provides session management functions.
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Table 6.2. Software Specification.
SOFTWARE
Web Server

DESCRIPTION
Apache 1. 3. 9 or higher

Database Server

MySQL 3.22.20 or higher

Server-side Scripting Tool

PHP4 or higher with MySQL support
compiled in
Dreamweaver MX

Web Development Tool
Graphic Tool

Adobe Photoshop version 7.0.1
Xara Menu Maker
Adobe Illustrator
HyperSnap-DX version 4.22.01

Screen Capture Tool

6.4

Web-Site Development for PM Paint Online Catalogue

PM Paint Online Catalogue project is establish to be the marketing tool for the
PM Paint company, the major purpose of this web site is to be the communication
channel for the customer all over the world and to expanding the market target of the
company.
For designing this web site, PM Paint Online catalogue have some article that use
to be the reference for the project.
6.4.1 PM Paint Online Catalogue's Structure
PM Paint Online Catalogue dividing the web-site into two requirements. First is
content requirement, which includes all the readable information and second is the
Function requirement, this is the serviceable part that the customer can use. The reason
of dividing the content into two requirements is easy for the webmaster to check and
update the content information.
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Figure 6.1. Content Inventory.

6.4.2 PM Paint Online-Catalogue Content
PM Paint Online Catalogue is defining to be the corporate web site, which has a
function to provide infonnation of the company and products to the customer, and also
have a catalogue function which enables the customer to make the order through the
web site.
Table 6.3.

Contents in the PM Paint Online-Catalogue.
Name

Code
01
02

Home
Main Page

03

PM Paint

04

Scoops

05

Catalogue

Information
(7) Welcome Page
(8) Menu Bar
(9) Company Banner
(10) Display Frame
- Company History
- Company Direction
- Philosophy
- About Web Site
- People
- Company News
- Product News
- Promotion News
- Others News
- Instruction
- Home Painting Color Products
- Automotive Color Products
- Industrial Color Products
- Others Products
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Table 6.3.

Contents in the PM Paint Online-Catalogue (continued).

Code

07

Name

-

Client Link

-

-

08
09

-

Contact Us

-

Site Map

Figure 6.2.

Information
Log-In Fonn
Client Status
Order History
Company Name
Telephone Number
Email Address
Navigation Link

PM Paint Online Catalogue Site Flow.
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6.4.3 Horne Page Design
"Color Your World" PM Paint Online Catalogue Design to communicate to the
PM Paint customer, who may be or may be not influence in computer. So "Color Your
World" Online Catalogue tries to design in the theme of friendly user. Color Your
World Online Catalogue have the simple and effective navigation system at the top of
the page.
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Figure 6.3.

Navigation Bar.

Splash Page, the first that face to the user. This page has recommended the suitable

screen resolution and browser for viewing the site.

Figure 6.4.

Horne (Splash Page).
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Main page, This main page contains all necessary functions for the user, this includes
company banner, navigation bar, menu bar, display frame, and also the license phrase.

"Color Yom· '\Vo1id"

Figure 6.5.

Main Page.
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PM Paint Page, This page contains the information about the company and also the
web site information.
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Figure 6.6.

PM Paint Page.
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Scoop Page, in this page provides information, news, interesting Article, and
announcement for the client.

Promotion Scoops

~~I Actlvltles Scoops
• PM Rl!lly Proj<!tt, ..

Figure 6.7.

Scoop Page.
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Figure 6.8. Scoop Page (company).

PM Paint prep..n'ng ta l~Ul'lcll a now autcrnotive fmi~hin9 product,
"Mastang" which consist of L<1<,-vut>r 2:t, Locquw4:1, 1K Prlrnt!r, 2K
Ptitt1$1, amJ Tl>irfmit, This is" new Q&Mr.i!ltion Of l'i'U1~tang prtldutts.

Figure 6.9. Scoop Page (Product).
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Promotion scoops

Enjoy! our promotion in July. Wh«• you order ovr product: In "wlM yoor
vrorki Onfioo CiltkxJw;" for ths second time In julv, you will rffceive free

15% Olsi:ount tkm for next punha$" ordff in our onijne c,.t,.logu,.,

For the PM Paint Cu1<tomer, Pl4!'~ t<ll:e a sec. look at the copon
attadiment to the gallon. If you are lucky, you will receive the discount

ooupon attathinQ to th& oallon. You can use the discount password to
the next ll'Jrthasing order on our online catalogue.
Buy 5 get 1( sample l free ...
Thankyou campaign for the PM Paint customer who buy 5 dozen of PM

Figure 6.10. Scoop Page (Promotion).

How to paint

on your walls

On bri<Jllt summer days, d'li!dren love to ffe on tl'leir batks 1111d look for pictures
In the ftuffy whil:1! clouds. You can help to rweate this carefree wmmer feeling
for your children by learning how to paint clouds on their bedroom walls,
8upp/11'1s:
*prirlt(!r

'blue, ntm finish pllint
'whllf1,

--gkyss pamt

•(11;1z;;,
•fl.IN·siZe J>Wtt rolklrr

•4.mc.npa1nt toiler
•2-ftld; {Wilt blush
•pllint itay
*'glass measu1ing cup
big encugh to 00 />eltJ ootwOM '/CUT thumb IN><f fil'lgiJ'r$
llbcul U! X 24 it'icM$
•a pi(tef1 <Jf /J6!ird or waflboard, ;,pproJdrMJte/y S6 x 24"
•p1ctur1n of doucfs, II PN>ib!e
• ~ of$!» Spong<I,
4

& ~ (Jf cf'Msedot;h,

Figure 6.11. Scoop Page (Others scoop).
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Catalogue Page, This page is links to PM Paint Product.

Figure 6.12.

Catalogue Page Home Painting Color.

Figure 6.13.

Catalogue Page Home Painting Menu.
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Figure 6.14.

Figure 6.15.

Catalogue Page Emulsion Paint.

Catalogue Page Water Color.
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Figure 6.16.

Figure 6.17.

Catalogue Page Primer.

Catalogue Page Synthetic Gloss Enamel.
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Figure 6.18.

Catalogue Page Automotive Color.

Figure 6.19. Catalogue Page Automotive Menu.
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Figure 6.20.

Catalogue Page Lacquer Acrylic Urethane.

Figure 6.21.

Catalogue Page Hardener.
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Figure 6.22.

Catalogue Page Lacquer Acrylic Primer.

Figure 6.23.

Catalogue Page AR Extra Coat.
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Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.25.

Catalogue Page Chabot.

Catalogue Page Industrial Color.
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Figure 6.26.

Figure 6.27.

Catalogue Page Industrial Product.

Catalogue Page Other Products.
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Figure 6.28.

Catalogue Page Other Product.
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IM out.rut t\llWl\. lh• ~"" pag• will show and ifyw
wtfil. to <HOU«\ th• otdtt click baok bultott, if it OK click OK

tultoo
*'*Forth• p"Y'"ffil ru'1hod, PM PoirdOt>lint C.Woguoi•
in 1lu"1.nd I<> ottl<>t lhe pro<ll.l<ll f'iom our
tlh>w 11>•
t111"1o(!llt otl<I p.y in t.,h tha(j\ie. Fot lh•
OUl<id>
Th>llsnd ....

wn-•

°'

<ll•-

Figure 6.29.

Catalogue Page Instruction.
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Register Page, this is the part for the customer to register to the web site and receive the
password using in this Online Catalogue.

Last:

Email
Gend&r

Male

Female

Birth Data

Check "Yes" button ri you want to r11<:aive mail from pmpaint,
Yes <i"

Figure 6.30.

Register Page.
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Client Link, This is also for the client to check order status and promotion status.

Figure 6.31. Client Link Page, Login.

Company Name "Burapha Painting Co.,Ltd"

Product
au!OOO/M 4:1

au1e.00/MastilflQ 10: 1
iOSi Lily Wh~e
1055 S"'1'!!'\e Blue

!056 Zirton

Amount
15 gallon
10 gallon
10 gallon
a galloo
5 gallon

Status

omvenno
DDiverino
D~ivering

Diliverino

Dl!ivaring

Don't have any news right now.

Figure 6.32. Client Page.
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Contact us, Company address and contact number is included in this page.

Figure 6.33. Contact Us Page.
Site Map, shows the entire page in the web site and can link to that page.

Figure 6.34. Site Map Page.
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6.5

Setting Up Database Driven Web Sites
Before development begins, we have to install web server, an SQL database

server, and a server-side scripting tool that ties everything together. Some of the more
popular tools for doing this are Apache, MySQL, and PHP4.
It is helpful to have a feeling for what goes on behind the scenes, so here is an

over simplification of how things would work, this diagram is not really correct but it
should be enough for now:
6.5.1 Database Driven Process in the Web Site

Apache

8
Figure 6.35.

Web Server and Database Server.

PM Paint Online Catalogue has a web page that pulls some data out of a database.
The user requests this page from his browser and the request is sent to the web server
which in tum calls a PHP script. The PHP script is executed by the PHP pre-processor,
which pulls data from the database. The results are then messaged by the rest of the
PHP script and turned into HTML. The final HTML gets sent back to the user's
browser.
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(I)

The users click on a link from his web browser; the web browser sends a
request.

(2)

The file which has the extension name like ".php" is a PHP script that
contains commands.

(3)

One of these commands is to open a connection to a database and grab some
data. PHP knows how to talk to the database, so it does its work.

(4)

The data comes back from the database, and the file which has extension
name ".php" does something to format the data. Typically, this would be to
make it look pretty before formatting it into HTML.

(5)

The HTML goes back to Apache.

(6)

Apache sends this back to the user's browser, as the response to his request.
The user now sees a pretty web page containing some information from a
database.

6.5.2 Benefit of the Customer Database for PM Paint
PM Paint Online Catalogue set the customer database program to collect the
customer profile, by this program PM Paint will get the customer information which
including the company information, buying history and also some information about the
owner of the client's company.
This customer database program, will benefit to the company by:
( 1)

Identify the existing customer who wants to order the PM Paint products.

(2)

Analyze the customer behavior and the needs of different kinds of the
products in different geographical locations.

(3)

Identifying the marketing trend for the new product research.

(4)

Identifying the need of the products for production activity and stocking
system.
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(5)

Supporting the promotion activity such as the "Lucky Draw" program.

(6)

Producing documentation.

(7)

Facilitate the customer relationship system by using this database. Such as,
send the Birthday card to the customer.

(8)

PM Paint online Catalogue also has the survey part, which allow the
customer to do and get the prize from the company. In this survey, the
question is not complicate but it takes time to do because of the large
number of question in the questionnaire. And this is helpful to the company
to develop the marketing mix.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1

Conclusions

PM Paint Company Limited establishes "Color Your World" Online Catalogue to
be the marketing tool to accomplish the company's mission in expanding the market
segmentation and communication channel to the global market.
In the marketing perception "Color Your World" Online Catalogue is useful for
the global communication because of the different in timing zone, by this online
catalogue all the customer can access to the catalogue and make the order anytime they
want. Another advantage is Online catalogue can be reduce cost of doing physical
catalogue, because the company can update the product and price in the online
catalogue without cost or less cost than the physical catalogue.
In financial analysis, for establishing the online catalogue shows high cost in the
first year but the following years the cost will be only 15,000-20,000 baht per year, and
the financial analysis shows that the online catalogue will reach the breakeven point in
the third year. And the reduction cost of printing catalogue is also reasonable to do this
project.
Web Site Development, "Color Your World" Online Catalogue is done by using
Dreamweaver to develop the Web Page, and also use PHP And MySQL in doing
database. "Color Your World" divides in to 2 content inventories, Content Requirement
and Function Requirement. And 7 topics as follows:
(1)

Company Profile

(2)

Scoop

(3)

Catalogue

(4)

Register
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( 5)

Client link

(6)

Contact the Company

(7)

Site Map

All these topics include the information, scoop, news, online catalogue, address
and another information that is important in developing the web site. The customer visit
the web site then register to receive the username and password after finish the
registration, activate the account by reply the confirmation email and go to the online
catalogue to choose the product, after that confirms the order. The product will arrive in
48 hours (for Thai customer).
The payment method for the Color Your World Online Catalogue is still use the
offline payment system according to the Offline Company
7.2

Recommendations

( 1)

PM Paint Online Catalogue plans to increase the language in the web site
for the customer all over the world.

(2)

PM Paint Online Catalogue plans to update the graphic in the web site every
6 months.

(3)

PM Paint Online Catalogue plans to setup VPN to the customer stock to
check the product amount through the web site.

(4)

PM Paint plans to make the virtual car and home to create a clear example
of the color.

(5)

Color Your World Online Catalogue should register to a Ministry of
Commerce for authentication of being a reputable business.
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